
Release Notes for 5/4/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 134 2-Week Work Cycle) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Next year's agencies can access WISEid before 
next year. 

Next year’s new agencies can get into 
WISEid now, but they still can’t perform 
Person Uploads or add Local Person IDs. 
Future work will fix these issues by the end 
of May 2017.  

WISEid: Merge Report by district shows WISEid merges. Under Reports/Validations, a new report 
has been included called “Merge Report”. 
This report allows users to query merges 
by request date for the selected agency 
where the merge records have a Local 
Person ID for that agency.  This list should 
be reviewed for any merges that affect 
WISEids in your agency as persons in your 
agency may have new WISEids. This is 
particularly important for Assessment 
system updates in your agency. 

WISEstaff: Enter Aggregate Staff FTE now allows 
multiple contracts per school. 

For 2017-18 we will now allow multiple 
aggregate staff FTE records per school for 
the same assignment code  in cases where 
there are multiple vendors. 

WISEstaff: Hotfix-- Removed corrupted Local Person IDs We removed a small number of Local 
Person IDs that were corrupted, as they 
were attached to non-active WISEids. They 
would be blocked from being added to 
new WISEids as if the Local Person ID did 
exist. 

WISEstaff: Added After Certification Phase step to the 
Roadmap & rearranged boxes 

On the WISEstaff home page for the 
Annual Staff Collection Roadmap, we 
added a new step ‘After Certification 
Phase’ and rearranged the roadmap phase 
boxes for better visual presentation. 

WISEstaff: Fixed performance on Home Page For large districts the WISEstaff Homepage 
would take up to 30 seconds to load 
because the dashboard graphs  took that 
long to load.  Now we load home page 



immediately and load dashboard graphs as 
data is computed for better performance. 

 


